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CINEMOOD Expands Product Line, Adding New Disney Content & Limitless
Web Content Access to its All-in-One Family Entertainment Experience

CINEMOOD, maker of the world’s first noiseless, ultralight standalone content projector, is
launching a new version - the sleek, modern and magical CINEMOOD White.

SAN FRANCISCO (PRWEB) March 08, 2018 -- CINEMOOD, maker of the world’s first noiseless, ultralight
standalone content projector, is launching a new version - the sleek, modern and magical CINEMOOD White.
CINEMOOD projectors convert any dark area into a magical family cinema experience, displaying pre-loaded,
streaming and even users’ own content onto any surface. Displaying a clear, beautiful image without blue light,
CINEMOOD projectors are safer for the eyes of young viewers, and provide a much-needed solution to
families with special needs and users with sensory sensitivity. In addition to CINEMOOD’s marquee
partnership with Disney, an upcoming software update will allow CINEMOOD users to access the internet web
browser for even more content discovery.

The CINEMOOD smart projector streams any online content, including leading subscription-based platforms,
creating an endless library of movies, shows, videos and more. CINEMOOD comes pre-loaded with over 120
hours of cartoons, e-books, shadow puppets, lullabies, and bedtime stories, headlined by more than 65 titles
from Disney including Frozen, Cars and Mickey. Users can connect to WiFi and stream from their personal
Netflix account or YouTube, and even download Netflix and other content directly to the device for offline
viewing. Content can be projected onto any flat surface inside or outside the home, creating a magical cinema
experience for kids, parents and the whole family -- anytime, anyplace.

“The launch of CINEMOOD White marks the acceleration of our ability to provide families a truly unlimited,
cinema-style entertainment experience--no matter where they are ,” expressed Mike Bukhovtsev, CEO of
CINEMOOD. “With our new integrated web browser, there is virtually no limit to the content our users can
now access and project.”

CINEMOOD also gives the eyes and brain a break, eliminating blue light, and providing a safer viewing
experience than smartphones, tablets, computers and televisions. With five hours of rechargeable battery life,
the mobile projector is perfect for car rides, airplane travel, camping and backyard get-togethers. CINEMOOD
White is now available on Amazon.com and Cinemood.com..

About CINEMOOD
Cinemood is an international company founded in 2014 with a mission to revolutionize the way families watch
entertainment and educational content together. In 2016, it expanded the 3-in-1 Magic Cinema mini-projector
into the United States and Canada via a highly successful crowdfunding campaign. In addition, the company
raised significant seed capital, and is now expanding distribution into retail and online stores such as Amazon,
Toys R Us, Best Buy and others. The CINEMOOD vision is to help families spend more quality time together
enjoying entertainment and educational content delivered by innovative products that are user and kid-friendly.
Get more details at www.cinemood.com.
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Contact Information
Alyssa Sullivan
Brilliant PR and Marketing
617-899-8631

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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